NODAL NONCOMMUTATIVEJORDAN ALGEBRAS
BY

ROBERT H. OEHMKE

1. A finite-dimensional power-associative algebra 91 is said to be nodal [6] if
every element of 91can be written as al + z where a e gf, 1 is the unity element of 91
and z is nilpotent and if the set of all nilpotent elements is not a subalgebra of 91.
In [3; 4], Kokoris has shown that every simple nodal noncommutative Jordan
algebra of characteristic p j= 2 has the form 91 = 51 + 5ftwith 91+ = %[_x1,--,xn]
for some n where the generators are all nilpotent of index p and the multiplication
is associative. If / and g are two elements of 91 then the multiplication table of

91 is given by

fg=fog

+ YZ

Wo^ocl}

where the circle product is the product in 9t+ and
Cij = XiXj — XjXf.

In [7] Schäfer considers nodal noncommutative Jordan algebras defined by a
skew-symmetric bilinear form (i.e., c^-eg) and those with two generators. All
of these algebras are Lie-admissible (i.e., 91" is a Lie algebra). Schäfer obtained
the derivation algebras of these algebras defined by a skew-symmetric bilinear
form.
Here, we examine all simple nodal noncommutative Jordan algebras that are
Lie-admissible over a field g of characteristic p # 2. First a set of generators is
obtained having properties suitable for further study. This set of generators is
then used to find the algebras fJ(9I) of derivatives of 91 and the algebras

adj 9T and (adj 91")'. Schäfer has shown that all of the simple Lie algebras defined by Block [1] can be realized as (adj 91")' for some 91 that is simple, nodal
noncommutative Jordan and Lie-admissible. Hence we have obtained a somewhat
different formulation of these algebras. The question remains whether all of these
algebras, (adj 91")', are in the class defined by Block. It is our intention to investigate this question in a subsequent paper.

2. We define the mapping Dy = D(y) by
xDy = xyReceived by the editors April 19, 1963.
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Then Dy = Ry —Ly where Ryand Lyare the right and left multiplications by y on 91.
A derivation of an algebra 93 is a linear transformation T on 93 into 93 such

that for x,y e 93
(xy)T=(xT)y+x(yT).
Since 91" is a Lie algebra Dy is the right multiplication by y of 91~ and is a deri-

vation of 91". By expanding
2(x o y)Dz - 2(xD2) oy-2xo

(yDz)

in terms of the multiplication of 91 and using the flexible law
(xy)z + (zy)x = x(yz) + z(yx)

we see that Dz is also a derivation of 9t+ and hence of 91.
It is well known [2, p. 108] that any set of n elements of 9t whose cosets form a
basis of the n-dimensional space 9t —9t o 9t can serve as a set of generators of
9I+. This result shall be our chief tool in the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let % be a simple, Lie-admissible, nodal noncommutative
Jordan algebra over a base field 5 of characteristic p ■£2. If 9l+ has an even
number of generators then a set of generators x1,---,x2r can be chosen for

9I+ so that
XjD(xi+r) = 1 + apcf-1 o xf+r\
xtD(Xj) = 0,

i = l,—,r,
j¥=i + r,

with afe5- U$+ has an odd number of generators then a set of generators
x1,---,x2r+1 can be chosen for 91+ so that (1) is satisfied and

x2r+lD(xj) = 0,
(2)

xlr+tD(x2r)
*2r+lD(>2r-l)

] = \,-,2r-2,

= x>2;\ o (l + ßxp2;+\),
= *2r" 1 O Ol(l + ßx&J,

with a and ß in 5Proof. Since 91 is simple 91 can not be an ideal of 91". For if 91 is an ideal of
91" then since it is an ideal of 91+ it would be closed under both the operations
Ry —Ly and Ry + Ly for y e 91. Therefore it would be also an ideal of 91. Hence
there must be a pair of generators x and y such that yDx is nonsingular. Since y can
be replaced by ay for any a in g we assume

(3)

yDx = l +moyk

= b-\

We also assume y has been chosen so that k is a maximum. If k < p —1 then

letting q = (y - 1 f(k + l))yt+1 o mob we have
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j^-jyk+1o{mob)Dx

= 1+ qk+1om'

which contradicts the choice of k. Hence we can assume in (3) that k = p — 1.
We now write (3) as
yDx = 1 +yp~1ox,om'

= b~1

and assume that y and x have been chosen so that t is a maximum. If i < p —1
then, as above, we can replace x by x — 1 /(r + 1) o x'+1 o m'o >>p_1 o fo to
obtain a contradiction to our choice of t. Hence we can assume x and y have
been chosen so that
(4)

yDx = l+myoyp'1oxp~l.

If z is a third generator, in the same way that we altered the generator y, we can
add an element q of y o 91 to z to obtain the property

(z +q)Dxe yp_1o9I.
Hence we assume that all generators z different from x and y have been chosen
so that
(5)

zDx = y"-1om2.

Since for any q in 91 we have Dq a derivation of both 91 and 9I~ then
(6)

zDyDx = zDxDy-yDxDz.

If (4) and (5) are substituted in (6) we have
(?)

zDyDx = yp-io

mzDy + yp~2 o x""1 o my o yDz

-yp~loxp~1

omyDz.

But the right-hand side of (7) is in yp~2 o 91; so also is the left-hand side. From
(4) and (5) the only possible way for this to happen is to have
zDy = n0 + y"~l o nx

in which nt is independent of y. (i.e., nf is a polynomial in which y does not appear.)

In (7) this implies
»oDx - yp~2on1

= yp_1 o mzDy - yp~2o xp_1 omyon0

-/"'ox""1

omyDz

and
(8)

Hj = xp_1 o my ohq.
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Write n0 = x* o t. If k < p — 1 we can replace the generator z by the generator
z + l/(fc + l)ox'+1o/
= 2' to get
z'Dy = n0+ yp~1omyon0oxp~1
= y"~1oxp~lomyon0

+xkotoxDy

+ j-^—r-xk+1otDy

+ r^—r-xk+lotDy

= nö + yp~loxk+1omyon[;

in which n'tis again independent of y. Note that if (5) holds and z is replaced by a
generator z + q in which <jis independent of y then (5) will be retained.
Again arguing on the maximum value of k that can be obtained in the expression
n0 = xk o t we can conclude that k = p —1, nt=0 and

(9)

zD^x'^on,,
zDx = yp-lom2

in which «z is independent of y.
Identity (7) can now be reduced to
(10)

xp~1onzDx

= yp~1omzDy-yp~1ox"'1

omyDz.

For a particular choice of a set of generators including x and y satisfying (4)
assume there are two distinct generators w and z (both satisfying (9)). Write

(11)

mz = Zx' o mi; m0 = Zw' o «f.

(When obvious, we shall omit index and range of the summation.) Then
m:Dy = — Zixi_1omj+

Zx'o

—m0 o yp_1 o xp_1.

But from (10) y "~1 o mzD,,6 x o 91.Therefore
-/"'ooi!

(12)

-yp

+ y"~1 o m0Dj,£x o 91,

^mj + y'' 1 o Ziw'""1 omjo wD, + Zw'o niDyex o 91.

If w is replaced as a generator by w' = w —x then (9) still holds for z and hence
so do the corresponding relationships (12). Note that if P(w) is a polynomial in w
then P(w) - P(w + x) e x o 91 and wDy - (w + x)Dy - 1 e x o 91. If we write q' for
q = q(w) with w replaced by w + x then w'Dx = yp_1 o
mz = Zx'omJ;
m0 = Zw'o n| and from (11) we have

0 s

-yp_1om',

+yp"1oZnv'i"1owi'ow'Dy+

Iw^onjC,

= - yp_1 o mt + yp_1 o Ziw'-1o n( o w'Dy + Zw' o ntDy

s -y^omj

modulo x o 91.

+yp_1 o Ziw^'oMjOfwD,-1)

+ Zw'on.D,,
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But this implies yp~1o Zivv'-1 ont ex o9I. Therefore yp~1oniex

o 91 for

i>0.
Now assume that in (11) we have chosen the m-tto be independent of x. Then
since mz is independent of y and m0 is independent of x we have nt = 0 for i > 0.
Hence m0 is independent of w. Since w was arbitrary we must have m0 a polynomial
in the single generator z. But then yp~1otn0Dyex o 91 by (9) and yp_1om1exo9l
by (12). However mx is independent of x and _y.Hence mx = 0.
Once again looking at (12) we have
yp~1 o mzDy = - y"~1 o Ifxi_1 o m, + yp~1 o Ex' o

==0

modulo xp_1 o 9J. With moDj, in xp_1 o 9J and m^O
we see that m2 = --= mp_! = 0 and mz = m0 is a polynomial in z with coefficients in
Similarly
we obtain nz as a polynomial in z with coefficients in
Therefore if the number
of generators is greater than or equal to 4 and they have been picked so that (4)
and (9) hold then mz and nz in (9) are polynomials in the single generator z.
However if z and w are two generators distinct from x and y then z can be
replaced as a generator by z + w. Indentity (9) still holds, i.e.,
(z +w)DI

= /"'oraI+„,

(z +w)Z>y = xp_1onz

+w

in which mz+w and nz+w are polynomials in the single generator (z + w). But
mz+w = mz + mw and nz+w = ;iz + nw. For these sums to be polynomials
in
(z + w), mz and nz must be of degree at most 1. If z is replaced by z + z2 then (9)
still holds for the generator (z + z2). In particular mz + 2z o mz is of degree at
most 1 in (z + z2). Write mz as a + ßz and mz + 2mz o mz as y + c>(z + z2).
Then /? = 2a. Since z was arbitrary we must also have ö = 2y. But the same
relationships that gave us ß = 2a also give us 5 = Ay, i.e., 5 = y = a ='/? = 0.
Hence mz = 0 and in the same manner «z — 0.
We still assume we have at least two generators z and w distinct from x and y.
We also assume that they have been chosen so that

(13)

zDx = zDy= wDx= wDy = 0.

We must have
wDzDx = wDxDz - zDxDw

and therefore (wDz)Dx = 0. This implies that wDz is independent of y. Similarly
(wDz)Dy = 0 and wDz is independent of x. Then if we assume that all the generators
distinct from x and y have been chosen so that their product in 9JT by either
x or _vis 0, we can assume that the polynomials over 5 in these generators is an

tdeal 3 of %~. But then 3 o 91is an ideal in both 9I~ and 9l+ and hence in 91.
Therefore 3 must contain a nonsingular element. This means that there are two
generators w and z, distinct from x and y, such that wDz is nonsingular.
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At this point we reconsider the polynomial my obtained in (4). If the generators
x,y,z,w have been chosen so that (4) and (13) hold and z and w are such that
wDz is nonsingular then (7) reduces to
yrloxrl

omyDz = Q.

Therefore myDz is 0 since it is independent of both x and y. But this implies that
my is independent of w and by symmetry my is independent of z. If / is a fifth
generator then either tDz or (w + t)Dz is nonsingular. In either case
we see that my is also independent of t. Hence my e %.
We can now proceed in 3 (defined above) with the same argument as above to
obtain the result of the theorem for the even-dimensional case.
In the odd dimensional case we can proceed with the above argument until we
are presented with an 3 which is the set of polynomials over 5
in three generators, say x, y and z. Again by the previous arguments we can
assume that x, y and z have been chosen so that
yDx = 1 +yp~1 ox"'1
zDx = y"'1

o my,

omz,

zDy = xp~l o nz.

Consider (7). We have
(14)

x p~1 o nzDx = yp~io

mzDy - yp~1 o xp~1 o myDz.

Since my is a polynomial in x,y and z then yp_1 o xp~l o
is independent of y and by (9) mzDy is independent
mzDysxp~1 o 91. This implies that mz is independent of
= dmzldzoxp~1oyp~1
and x"'1 o mzDx = dnjdz oxp~l
have

(is)

myDz= 0. Also since mz
of y we must have
x. Hence yp~l o mzDy
oyv~\ From (14) we

lroz - 4r
dz •

If both nz and mz are singular then zDx and zDy are in z o 91. Hence z o 91 is an
ideal of 91" and 91+. Since this denies the simplicity of 91 we must have either mz
or nz nonsingular. Assume mz=l + q in which q g5R. Then if I is a polynomial
in z over 5" we have
(z + l)Dx = y"-1 o(l + q) + y"-1 o ^0(1

Clearly, / can be chosen
Hence we can assume

(16)

so that

+ q).

dl/dz o (1 + g) = w modulo

zDx = yp~1 +ßy"~lozp~i

,

zp_1o9I.
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Now since mz is nonsingular the solutions of (15) are of the form

nt = <xmz. Hence

(17)

zZ>,= axp_1o(l

Again, let / be a polynomial in z over
(y +X"-1 ol)Dx=l

+ pV_1).

Then

+yp-1oxp_1o

^m, +^-o(l

+ /3z""1 )j .

Write m, = y + z o ( and / = bz + z2 o /' in which
o(z2 o/')
CZ

is a multiple of zp_1. Then

«^n0(i+^-»)+»oi
<7Z

is also a multiple of zp~1. Now choose 5 so that

öil+ßr1)
is a constant.

+d(z\0l,)
ÖZ

o(l +pV-1) + zot

We now have
(y + xp_1 oOöx = 1 + y oxp_1 o/_I.

Since (y +xp-1o/)p"1
be chosen so that

oxp_1 =yp-1 oxp_1 we can assume the generator y can

yDx = 1 +yxp-1oyp"1.

We can now repeat the construction of the z in (9) to obtain
zDx=y"~l

omz,

zDy = xp_1 o nz.

From these we can obtain (16) and (17). Hence we have concluded the proof of the

theorem.
3. Let 91 and 9J* be two simple nodal algebras that are equal as vector spaces
and have the same + algebras. Let there be an even number of generators
x1,<",x2r with the multiplication in 91 given by the cij = xiD(xJ) obtained in
Theorem 1 and the multiplication in 91* given by
cii+r = 2,

c'a = 0
for t = 1, ■•, r and j # i + r. The algebra 91* then falls into the class of simple
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nodal algebras defined by a skew-symmetric bilinear form and studied by Schäfer

[7]Every derivation of 91 must be a derivation of 9I+. The derivations of 9l+ have
been given by Jacobson [2, p. 107] as

(18)

/- Z l-o«,.

We shall denote this derivation by (au---,a2r). Assume (au ■•■,a2r)is a derivation
of 91and consider the possibility that (bL, •■■,b2r) is a derivation of 91*in which

(19)

fcpcj'ocioo,

and s is i + r if i ^ r and is i— r if i > r. In the same way we choose t so t =
or j —r and t ^ 2r.
Consider the expression
V

(8C'ij

L

»

+r

>\

obtained from Schafer's criteria [7, p. 312] that (bl,---,b2r) be a derivative of 91*.
We want to show that for all i and j (20) is 0. By the choice of the c//s (20) can be

reduced to

dbt

,

dbj

dx,

J'

dxs

-~- o C:t + -~

,

o csi

and by substituting the expressions (19) we have

,

,

(dcii

+ c,(oCiso

_!

8aj

_j \

^oat-^-oa,j.

For our purposes we can drop the factor c'jt o c'is, use the fact that if q e JV then
(1 + gp-1)"1 = l-9p-1,and
CisoC,(o-^

= c,oc,(o_

= 0

to further reduce (20) to
(21)

da i
da:
^°C''-^0C'*

dcJt
dcis
+ ^0a>-^0a<-

But the criteria that must be satisfied for {au---,a2^ to be a derivation of 91is
that (21) be zero. Hence (bu •••,b2r) is a derivation of 91*. From identities (14) of
Schäfer [7] we can now conclude that there is a g such that
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in which <rtis in g. Therefore
(22)

flj = (|

+ ,,o

o c,

Schäfer has already proved [7, Theorem 8] that if the a's are defined as in (22)
then they define a derivation.
We summarize as follows.
Theorem 2. 7/91 is a simple, nodal, Lie-admissible noncommutative Jordan
algebra of characteristic p j= 2 such that 21+ has an even number n of generators
then the derivation algebra X)(9I) of 91 is the set of all mappings

in which the at are defined as in (22). The dimension of 3)(9I) is p" + n — 1.

We now investigate the algebras adj 9I~, (adj 91~)' and (adj 91")".
Using Schafer's result [7, Theorem 7] we have 9l~ /gl ^adj 9l~ is of dimension
P2r-i.

Since D„Dm— DmD„= D(nDm) we can consider (adj 91 )' as the set of all
Dt,xe9I~ such that there are y and z in 91" with x = yDz modulo gl. Also
x2D(xi+r) = 2x, implies £>(x,)e(adj 91)'.
Before examining the dimension of (adj 91")' we consider a slightly more
general situation.
Let3 be an ideal of 91 ~ containing all of the generators x1,---.x2r. Let m be a
monomial of 9I~ that is not in gl, and in which the exponent of xt is i and

0 _ i < p — 1. Write m = x\ o n. Then

(23)
If i > 0, c11+reg, or x1+r appears in m with nonzero exponent then
x[ o n o c11+r = x\o « = m e3. Arguing on the arbitrariness of the choice of xt
we see that all terms of degree greater than 0 are in 3 except possibly those in

which:
(1) every generator appears to either the 0 or p — 1 power,
(2) x; has exponent p- 1 if and only if x;+r has exponent p — 1 for i = l,---,r

and
(3) x; and xi+r have exponent p - 1 if cli+reg.

However, assume such a term is m, and assume x1 has exponent 0 in m and
cn+r^*5- Then from (23) we see that m = —axm oxf-1 oxP+J modulo 3.
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This leaves us with at most two residue classes modulo 3; the class containing 1
and the class containing

x?~l o xf~+\o-"0 xf'1

o xP~+\ in which S = {iu•••,!,}

is the set of all i ^ r such that cii+r e g. If S is empty then since

XiD(xi+r)= l +aixr1oxf+7
and a, ^0 there is at most one residue class, that one containing 1.

We now let 3 be the ideal in 91" such that 3 = (adj 91")'. If S = 0 by the
above result we have 3= 91" and (adj 91")' = adj 91.
In case S^0we
first note that we have shown that 3 contains all monomials
and binomials of the form
(24)

n o ctt+r,

i = l,—,r, and n is a monomial without the factor xf~l oxf+/. To show that
these are the only terms in 3 we consider two monomials n = x o x"o x"+r
and m = y o xkox-+r in which x and y are independent of x; and xj+r. Every
element of 3 is a sum of terms of the form nDmand every nDmis a sum of terms of

the form
(x-o xvi+r)D(xk o x/+r) o y o x

= y o x o x"+i-1o Xj+/_1 o (vk — uj)ocii+r.

Ifu+fc — l = v+j — l = p- l then vk —uj = 0. Hence every element of 3 is a
sum of terms of the form (24).
Now let q be the product of all xf-1 such that i e ®. If q is in 3 then it must
be a sum of terms of the form (24). In fact we must have
q = Sg oniOcii+r

in which i $ S, «j is a polynomial independent of any of the generators in q. But
this is a polynomial identity that holds in any scalar extension of ^. Hence we can
substitute field elements <5i;öi+r of some scalar extension R of 5 for xf and

xi+f,i £ (5, so that 1 + <xiöj'~1o <5f+/= 0. But then the polynomial identity q = 0
holds over R. Hence q£3.
We now show that (adj 91")' is simple. Let 3 be an ideal of (adj U")'. To
simplify the notation we will again actually work with an ideal in U" and
assume everything is reduced modulo gl.
Let % be the set of all polynomials in 3 with a minimal number of terms in
them. If the generator xY appears in any of these polynomials in % choose one
such polynomial m in which Xi appears to the minimal positive degree. Consider
mD(x2+r) which is in 3 and has fewer terms than m unless x1 appears with positive
exponent in every term of m. Also, if any term is of degree greater than 1 in xx

then we have a contradiction to our choice of m to be of minimal degree in xt.
Hence we can assume m = xx o n in which n is independent of Xj. By choosing n
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to be of minimal positive degree in some second generator and avoiding the use
of derivations Dy for which x1+r appear in y we can repeat the above argument
finally obtaining a monomial m in 3 which is the product of distinct generators.
If both xt and xl+r are in m we can replace m by mDXi.Hence we can assume in
addition that the subscripts i of the generator in m satisfy / ^ r. Write
m = x(l oxtl o ■•• oxit

and apply successively the derivations
D(xtl +r),D(xil+r

o c~l+P),D(x?t+r

o cr_\it_ i+r)

obtaining x,t+re3 and x( +rD(xf)= 2xJ(e3. Hence we can conclude that any
generator that appears in a monomial of 3 is in 3. If xf is one such generator then
fori//,
XjD(xf+rox7) = 2xi+2 oxy is in 3 and x,-e3. Therefore 3 contains
all generators. By the results above 3 must be all of (adj 2F)' and (adj 2T)' is
simple. We summarize in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. J/21 is a simple, Lie-admissible nodal noncommutative Jordan
algebra of characteristic p#2 with 2r generators then (adj 2I~)' is a simple
Lie algebra of dimension either p2r — 1 or p2r — 2 in the cases <5 = 0 or <5 #0
respectively.

4. Let 21and 21*be two nodal algebras that are equal as vector spaces and have
the same + algebra. Let there be an odd number n = 2r +1, of generators
Xi,---,x„ with the multiplication in 21 given by c{,+r= 2 for i = l,—,r and all
other cy = 0.
Let (ai, •••,an) be a derivation of 21. Just as in the previous section we can show

(&!,•••,&2r-2> 0,0,0) is a derivation of 21* if
bi = c~1 oc'soat

for i = l,-",r

- 2. Therefore we must have

fli = (l;+ffi0xrl)oc'*
for i = l,--,r - 1. Here though, ot can apparently be any polynomial in
g[x2l.-i,X2I.,X21.+1].To obtain further restrictions on the <t{we examine deriva-

tions of the form
{(Tl O X?;Jo

C11+r,-»,<T2,_2

O XrPr/ O C2r_2r-2,

fl2r-l,

02r» «2f+l)-

We now use identity (5) of Schäfer [7] with i ^ r —2 and j ^ 2r — 1 to obtain

Ldos

^-

2r-l

oxk

„_!

day

o xf+r o c,-* + -^f-

o c,+Pi = 0.

<>xl+r

Since ci+P, is nonsingular and 5a7/3xi+P is of degree at most p - 2 in x,+P we
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must have da,/dxi+r = 0 and üj independent of xi+r. Interchanging i and i + r
in (26) we see aj is also independent of xt. Hence aj is a polynomial in
5[x2r-l>

x2n

x2r + l\-

We now select j in (26) to be 2r. Then
t7X2r_i

p-i

Xi + r

C2r2r-1

p-i

+ ^~c,^2r+l

n

° Xi + r OC2r2r+l—

U-

Since xjl"1 is a factor of c2r2,+i and o-fis independent of xi+r we must have
3<7f

°C2,2r+l

(27)

=0»

8oi

= 0.

3x2r-l

Hence
is independent of x2i—i- In the same way we see that at is independent
of x2r. Now by the first relationship in (27) we have at independent of x2r+1 and

We can now confine our attention to finding the derivations of an algebra 91
with three generators x,y, z in which multiplication is defined by
yDx = l+yx'-1o/-1=d12,
zDx = y'-lo(\

+ßz"-l)

zDy = ocxp_1o(l

= d13,

+ j?zp_1) = d23.

Let (a,a2,a3) be a derivation of 91. Since there are derivations of the form

b' = Tx°d» +%od"

+ Tzod»

[7, Theorem 8] and at od^1 = dg/dy can be solved to within a multiple o
y*'1 [7, Lemma 1], we can subtract off the derivation induced by g and assume
at = 8 o yp~1 in which 5 is a polynomial in x and z. Using the same lemma we can
solve —n~l o Ö = dgjdz to within a multiple of zp-1 and such that gis in g[x,z].
Subtracting off the derivation corresponding to this y leaves us with
al = 80o zp_1 o yp~l in which <50is a polynomial in x.
The three conditions [7] that (a1,a2,a3) be a derivation can be written in the
form
d(d72a2)

(28)

" ^-JT-

(29)

-yp

n-i

,2

3a.

.

da2

,

Bat

,

°d- + ä7 0 d» + aT ° d" + IT 0 rf23= °'

3(M_1a3)
1o-i^o^+^lofl2+

2

3d13

3fli
,
^od32

da3
,
+ ^od21=0,

n
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(30)

52

[September

^

in which p = 1 + pV-1.
The last three terms of (28) are in yp-1 o 21 since a1( and d31 are. Hence both
—d\2o d{di2° ai)ldy and 3(0*!21q Ui)\dy are in yp_1 o 21. But the second polynomial is of degree at most p —2 in y and hence is 0. Therefore there is a polynomial <5tindependent of y and such that a2 —ölo d12.
Identity (28) now reduces to

_,

dö0
ox

/< lo

__,

—-o/

(31)

döi
oz

1ozp

+~oyp

-af^ox"-1

1

o^f'^Q.
tfz

Arguing on the degree of z in each term of (31) we can conclude dö0jdx = 0
and <50is independent of x. But <5zp_1o yp~i = 8zp~1 o dl3 and
(5zp-lodl3,5zp-lod23,0)

is a derivation of A. Subtracting off this derivation we can assume aY = ö0 = 0.
From(31), since 8Xis independent of y, we also get St independent of z, i.e., öx
is a polynomial in 2f[x]. Therefore we can find a polynomial g in SM that
is a solution of <5jo d12 = d21 o dgjdx to within a constant multiple of
xp~\ say t]xp~\
Subtracting off the derivation

(o,«f21 o^-nx"-1

od2Ud31 odfx-nxp~l

od31)

we can assume ax = a2 = 0. Equations (29) and (30) now reduce to
„_i

-y
^

-

d(p~1oa3)

0
ax-1

6z

o^o^+^od12
ÖZ

z

0fi

da3

+y/°^

ÖX

,

n

=0'
= 0.

Since <22iis nonsingular we can argue on the degree of y to get da3/dy = 0 and
a3 is independent of y. In the same manner a3 is independent of x. But then
p~1a3 is independent of z. Hence a3 = f/p for r\ £ g.
By direct substitution in (32) it can be seen that (0,0, f/p) is a derivation of 21.

We investigate to see if it is of the form (aua2, a3) in which
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(33)

If al = a2 = 0 then at=0 modulo yp~l and dgfdye yp~l o 91. Hence g is
independent of y. In the same way g is independent of x. Therefore
o3 = —xp_1 o yp~y o/io(a! + aa2) which is not of the form np for eg.
We can now conclude:
Theorem 4. Let 91 be a simple, nodal, Lie-admissible noncommulative
Jordan algebra of characteristic p + 2 with 2r + 1 generators; then the derivation algebra £)(9I) of 91 is the set of all mappings
oa

in which

for i = l,--,2r.

(In case i < 2r — 1 then at reduces to a single summand.) The

dimension of D(9I) is p2r+1 + 2r + 1.
To determine the dimension of (adj 91")' we proceed as in the even-dimensional
case. Let 3 be an ideal of 91" containing all of the generators x1,---,x2r. Using
only the generators x1,---,x2r_2 we nave tne result from the even-dimensional
case that the only possible residue classes modulo 3 are the classes determined by 1
and the polynomials of the form q m in which q =
o ••• o x2~}2 and m is a
polynomial in x2i—1>xir and x2r+i- We adopt the notation above using x, y and z,
x2r-i, xir, and x2r+i respectively. Assume m is a monomial and zn = x'on, n
independent of x and i < p — 1; then

Also if m = y'on,

n independent of y and i < p - 1 then

430
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Hence the only remaining residue classes of 3 to examine are those determined by
q oxrl oyp_1 on in which n is a polynomial in z. However the equation
(qox"'1

ot)Dx = qox"'1

oyp~l

= q oxp_1 o/"1

°|^op

on

can be solved for t, a polynomial in <5[z]> to within a scalar multiple of
q o xp_ 1 o yp~1 o zp~Hence the only possible residue class of 3 is that containing
^ox""1o/"1ozrl.
If S = 0 (the set of all i = l,—,r such that c^eg)
and ß # 0 then as we have seen in the even-dimensional case q ox p_1o yp_1e3
and(oox^'ozJD,
= (qoxp~1 oyp~1 op)e3. Thereforeqoxp~1 o1
ozp~1 e3.
If 3 is the ideal in 21" such that 21" /51 is isomorphic to (adj 2I~)' then we can
. show, exactly as in the even-dimensional case, that q o xp~1 o yp~1 o zp_ 1 is not in
3 if either S#0 or ß = 0. Hence (adj 21")'is of dimension p2r_1-l orp2, + 1-2.
We now examine the ideals of (adj 2I~)'. Let 3 be an ideal of (adj 21")'. (We
again use the notation of 21".) As in the even-dimensional case we can assume
there are polynomials of the form x, o m for any i = 2r — 1 and in which m is a
polynomial in g[x,y,z].
Consider those polynomials x o m. If m is in SM
(xj om)D(x1 ox1+rox*)

If m £ j5M> write

we choose a k so that

= xx ox""1.

p-i
m = mx + Z x'oBj
*

in which ntj is a polynomial in x, every term of every nonzero nt has either a y
or z in it and some nt # 0. If /c # 0 then
(xL o m)D(xp"'1) = - fcxp"1 o nkDx o Xj # 0

is in 3. If k = 0 then
(xt om)D(xp~1)=

( - n0Dx oxp~2 - x""1 on^)

ox, ==0

is in 3. If n0Dx and njD^ are in g then as above we can conclude x, oxp-1e3.
If n0Dx is in g but nxDx is not then
(xx om)D(xrl)DI=

-xp_1

oxj o^D^^O

is in 3. If n0Dx4 g then
(xt o m)D(xp"1 )D(x2) = - 2n0 D2X
o x"~1 o x, * 0

is in 3. In any case, there is a polynomial xx oxp"1 om in 3 in which m £%[_)>,z~\.
If m is in 5 we can proceed as in the even-dimensional case to show that xl,- -,x2r

are in 3.
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If m is independent of y then assume m is such a polynomial of minimal degree
in z. We have
f>j oxrl

om)Dp = xt ox*-1 o |^-.

By the minimality of the degree of z in m we have dmjdz = 0, meg
xt o xp_1 e3.
If m is not independent of y then

and

(xt o xp_1 o m)Dp~2 = xt o xo m

is in 3. Let k be the smallest exponent of y in m. If fc = 0 then (^oxo
m)Dz
= axj oyp_1 o m o/i = Xi oyp_1 on is in 3 for some polynomial n in g[z]If fc ^ 0 then (xx o x o m)D(yp~k) = fcxj o yp~1 o n is in 3 for some polynomial n
in g[z]- Choose n to be of minimal degree in z. Then as above we can show n is
in g and Xj oyp_1 e3.
Thus either xt oxp_1 or xx oyp_1 is in 3. As in the even-dimensional case
this implies xu •••)x2rarein 3. Hence from our conclusion above on such ideals 3

we have (adj 91")' is simple. Thus
Theorem 5. If IX is a simple, Lie-admissible nodal noncommutative Jordan
algebra of characteristic p 2 with 2r + 1 generators then (adj 91")' is a simple

Lie-algebra. The dimension of (adj 91")' is p2r_1 -1 ;/S = 0 and /? # 0 and is
p2, +1 -2 if either S # 0 or /J = 0.
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